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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains "forward-looking information" within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation and United States federal securities laws. Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, estimates and statements with respect to Zenyatta Ventures Ltd. future exploration and development plans, objectives or goals, to
the effect that Zenyatta or management expects a stated condition or result to occur, including the PEA, expected timing for release of sample analyses and a resource estimate, the expected uses for graphite in the future, and the future uses of the graphite from Zenyatta’s Albany deposit, the adequacy of Zenyatta’s financial resources, business plans
and strategy, and other events or conditions that may occur in the future. Generally, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of forward- looking terminology such as “potential”, "plans", "expects", or "does not expect", "is expected", "budget", "scheduled", "estimates", "forecasts", "intends", "anticipates", or "does not anticipate", or
"believes" or variations of such words and phrases or state that certain actions, events or results "may", "could", "would", "might", or "will be taken", "occur", or "be achieved". The following table outlines certain significant forward-looking information contained on this website provides the material assumptions used to develop such forward-looking
statements and material risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward looking statements.

Forward-looking information

Assumptions

Risk factors

Zenyatta’s properties may contain economic deposits of Financing will be available for future exploration and development of Zenyatta’s properties; the actual results of Zenyatta’s exploration and developmentGraphite & graphene price volatility; uncertainties involved in interpreting geological data and confirming title to acquired properties;
graphite and/or other metals
activities will be favourable; operating, exploration and development costs will not exceed Zenyatta’s expectations; the Company will be able to retain andthe possibility that future exploration & processing results will not be consistent with Zenyatta’s expectations; availability of financing
attract skilled staff; all requisite regulatory and governmental approvals for exploration projects and other operations will be received on a timely basis upon for and actual results of Zenyatta’s exploration and development activities; increases in costs; environmental compliance and changes
terms acceptable to Zenyatta, and applicable political and economic conditions are favourable to Zenyatta; the price of graphite and/or other applicable metals in environmental and other local legislation and regulation; interest rate and exchange rate fluctuations; changes in economic and
and applicable interest and exchange rates will be favourable to Zenyatta; no title disputes exist with respect to its properties
political conditions; Zenyatta’s ability to retain and attract skilled staff

Zenyatta will be able to carry out anticipated business Zenyatta’s exploration activities, and the costs associated therewith, will be consistent with Zenyatta’s current expectations; debt and equity markets, exchangeGraphite & graphene price volatility, changes in debt and equity markets; timing and availability of external financing on acceptable
plans, including costs and timing for future exploration and interest rates and other applicable economic conditions are favourable to Zenyatta; Financing will be available for Zenyatta’s exploration and developmentterms; the uncertainties involved in interpreting geological data and confirming title to acquired properties; the possibility that future
on its property interests
activities and the results thereof will be favourable; the Company will be able to retain and attract skilled staff; all applicable regulatory and governmentalexploration & processing results will not be consistent with Zenyatta’s expectations; increases in costs; environmental compliance and
approvals for exploration projects and other operations will be received on a timely basis upon terms acceptable to Zenyatta; Zenyatta will not be adverselychanges in environmental and other local legislation and regulation; interest rate and exchange rate fluctuations; changes in economic
affected by market competition; the price of graphite and/or other applicable metals will be favourable to Zenyatta; no title disputes exist with respect toand political conditions; Zenyatta may be unable to retain and attract skilled staff; receipt of applicable permits
Zenyatta’s properties
Management’s outlook regarding future trends

Financing will be available for Zenyatta’s exploration and operating activities; global demand for the use and application of graphite will increase; the price of Graphite & graphene price volatility; changes in debt and equity markets; interest rate and exchange rate fluctuations; changes in
graphite and/or other applicable metals will be favourable to Zenyatta;
economic and political conditions

Statements relating to “reserves” or “resources” in this Presentation are deemed to be forward-looking statements, as they involve the implied assessment, based on certain estimates and assumptions that the resources and reserves described can be profitably produced in the future. Inherent in forward-looking statements are risks, uncertainties and
other factors beyond Zenyatta’s ability to predict or control. Readers are cautioned that the above chart does not contain an exhaustive list of the factors or assumptions that may affect the forward-looking statements, and that the assumptions underlying such statements may prove to be incorrect. Actual results and developments are likely to differ,
and may differ materially, from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause Zenyatta’s actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any of its future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements herein are qualified by this cautionary statement. Zenyatta disclaims any intention or obligation to withdraw, update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except to
the extent required by applicable laws. If the Zenyatta does update one or more forward-looking statements, no inference should be drawn that it will make additional updates with respect to those or other forward-looking statements, unless required by law. An additional cautionary note to readers - no part of this Zenyatta presentation is intended to
be deemed as an offering of its securities to investors outside of Canada or is to be relied on by residents of the United States of America or other jurisdictions outside of Canada. Certain terms such as “resource”, “measured resource”, “indicated resource” and “inferred resource” are recognized under Canadian securities laws, however, the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission may not recognize such terms. All maps, information, data, diagrams etc. obtained from internet are believed to be reasonably accurate but can not be guaranteed. This information does not represent a statistically large sample size. Furthermore, these positive results do not mean that Zenyatta can extract
and process Albany graphite for graphite or graphene applications on an economic basis. Without a formal independent feasibility study, there is no assurance that the operation will be economic.

Cautionary Note Regarding Mineral Reserve and Resource Estimates
See “Technical Report on the Albany Graphite Deposit, Northern Ontario, Canada”, authored by David Ross, P.Geo., and Katharine M. Masun, P.Geo., of Roscoe Postle Associates Inc., who are independent “qualified persons” as defined by National Instrument 43-101. The Technical Report was issued on January 16, 2014 and may be found under the
Company’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and at www.zenyatta.ca. This presentation has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of Canadian securities laws in effect in Canada, which differ from the requirements of United States securities laws. Unless otherwise indicated, all mineral resource and reserve estimates included in this
presentation
have
been
prepared
in
accordance
with
NI
43-101
and
the
Canadian
Institute
of
Mining
and
Metallurgy
Classification
System.
NI
43-101
is
a
rule
developed
by
the
Canadian
securities
regulatory
authorities
that
establishes
standards
for all public disclosure an issuer makes of scientific and technical information concerning mineral projects. Canadian standards, including NI 43-101, differ significantly from the requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), and resource and reserve information contained herein may not be comparable to similar information
disclosed by U.S. companies. In particular, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the term “resource” does not equate to the term “reserves.” Under U.S. standards, mineralization may not be classified as a “reserve” unless the determination has been made that the mineralization could be economically and legally produced or extracted
at the time the reserve determination is made. The SEC’s disclosure standards normally do not permit the inclusion of information concerning “measured mineral resources,” “indicated mineral resources,” or “inferred mineral resources” or other descriptions of the amount of mineralization in mineral deposits that do not constitute “reserves” by
U.S. standards in documents filed with the SEC. U.S. investors should also understand that “inferred mineral resources” have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence and great uncertainty as to their economic and legal feasibility. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an “inferred mineral resource” will ever be upgraded to a higher
category. Mr. Peter Wood, P.Geo., VP Exploration for Zenyatta Ventures Ltd., is the “Qualified Person” under National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects and has reviewed and approved the technical information contained in this presentation.
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New Management Accomplishments
New Board and management as of May 11th 2018

• ZEN had over $200k of debt at May 11th 2018. Now has $1.4M the in bank
• Directors purchased $966k of shares including $355k in last Private Placement
• Completed Metallurgy with strong results including 90% recovery
• Completed a bulk sample winter 2019 and recovered 110 tons with a 6% grade

• Started Environmental Baseline Work Q2 2019
• Received a $1M reimbursement grant for graphene and concrete R&D
• Established significant research with Canadian Universities and Industrial partners
• Establishing new graphene research and development facility in Guelph
TSXV:ZEN OTCQB:ZENYF
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Current Market Prices
September 15th 2019
Prices from Sigma Aldrich Website:
• Graphene Oxide 500mg: $502 CAN
• Reduced Graphene Oxide 500mg: $419
CAN

• Graphene Quantum Dots 50mg: $196
CAN
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Albany Graphene Value Proposition
A high value growth industry over the next decade
•
•
•
•
•

The 2019 Canaccord UK* research report estimates worldwide graphene sales are likely to
take off over the next few years
Graphene’s commercial potential lies in its ability to enhance and improve existing materials at
a very low load factor making it a viable solution in the cost/benefit calculation for commercial
applications
Customers are poised to take commercial quantities of material
Markets in which graphene is already competing with other additives amount to more than
$150bn in value
Canaccord’s central case implies a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 45% in revenue
over a decade 2030E from current levels

ZEN Graphene Solutions focus is mainly on providing graphene for:
• Composites including polymers and rubber
• Desalination membranes
• Coatings and lubricants
• Batteries
• Concrete
*Canaccord Genuity UK Equity Research 6 March 2019
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Opportunities in Polymer Composites
Graphene Enhanced Composites - a high value growth industry over the next decade
• FORD Motors is using graphene-reinforced parts in production cars
• Ford’s research of graphene-reinforced foam covers for noisy components such as the fuel rail, pumps, and belt-driven
pulleys or chain-driven gears on the front of engines resulted in parts that are 17 percent quieter, 20 percent stronger,
and 30 percent more heat-resistant. (https://www.thedrive.com/tech/24126/ford-will-use-graphene-reinforced-parts-in-production-cars)
• The market for polymer nanocomposites is expected to reach above $5,100 million by 2020
• Demand of light weight automotive parts has given an edge to graphene enhanced polymer composites due to its high
strength and light weight properties
• Automotive industry applications include powertrain, suspension and breaking systems, exhaust systems and catalytic
converters, lubrication, tires and body parts
• Advantages of graphene enhanced composites includes increased tensile strength, improved
heat deflection temperature, flame retardancy
Source - https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/polymer-nanocomposites.asp
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Opportunities in Desalination membranes
Graphene enhanced desalination membranes: addressing the global problem of access to clean
drinking water
• Around 71% of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, of which
96.5% is contained in saltwater oceans
• Desalination technologies could bring fresh water to everyone, but
are currently very costly
• Graphene oxide membranes could be used for the desalination and
purifications of water

• The University of Manchester has demonstrated the potential of
providing clean drinking water through the use of graphene-based
membranes.
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Opportunities in Coatings and Lubricants
Graphene enhanced coatings and lubricants: a performance additive in marine, aerospace and
industrial applications
• Coatings and films incorporating graphene have come to commercial
prominence due to market demand for stronger, more durable and
environmentally friendly solutions
• Graphene-based anti-corrosion paints are being developed to protect
against corrosion in ships’ hulls below the water line as well as equipment
used in the construction, petrochemical and transport sectors
• The use of performance-enhancing additives is commonplace in modern
lubricants but graphene based additives can drastically improve
performance

https://grapheneindustry.org.au/2019/07/graphene-enhanced-lubricants-engine-oil/

• Testing shows Improved wear resistance, extend engine life, increase fuel
efficiency, and increase engine power in vehicles
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Opportunities in Batteries
Battery development at UBC with research partners Kal Tire and The German Aerospace Center (DLR)

Graphene has been found to significantly improve the performance of cathodes in lithium-ion (Liion) batteries, and as an electrode material in supercapacitors, transistors, light-emitting diodes,
solar cells and flexible devices
The market for batteries is large and is growing rapidly – Canaccord* estimates over $20bn
annually just in lithium-ion, supplying more than 130 GWh capacity battery in 2019E
*Canaccord Genuity UK Equity Research 6 March 2019
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Opportunities in Concrete

High strength concrete using graphene enhanced admixtures
Work at University of Toronto
• Increased Compressive Strength by 39% with a low loading of 0.02% Graphene
• Increased Flexural Strength by 81% with a low loading of 0.02% Graphene Oxide

Work at Ben-Gurion University
• Faster curing time - from 28 to 8 days
• Use 25% less cement therefore reduce CO₂ by same amount
• Increased compressive strength by 34% and tensile strength by 62%

• Applications work on Albany tailings as a partial cement replacement and filler material for
the concrete industry
• Currently seeking industrial partnerships focusing initially on large volume markets for
graphene
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An emerging graphene technology company with a
unique pre-cursor graphene resource

ALBANY
GRAPHITE
PROJECT

• 100% control of the Albany Project - a unique
microcrystalline graphite deposit
• Albany Project yields a significant advantage in
the graphene market
• Strategically located near infrastructure –
railway, road and ports
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Albany Graphite Deposit – Graphene Precursor Material
Tonnes
(Mt)

Grade
(% Cg)

Contained
Graphitic Carbon (t)

Indicated

24.3

3.98

968,000

Inferred

5.4

2.58

138,000

Above Sill Mineralization

3D Deposit Model

Below Sill Mineralization

Deposit open at depth

Indicated

–

–

–

Inferred

11.5

2.67

307,000

PEA estimates an open pit mine life of 22
years and the production of 30,000 tonnes of
purified graphite per year
*Per RPA 2015 PEA Report (This does not include mineralization below the sill)
RPA Inc. Mineral Resource Estimate – June 1, 2015
(see July 9, 2015 PEA report at https://zengraphene.com/

Total Indicated

24.3

3.98

968,000

Total inferred

16.9

2.64

445,000

2019 Updated PEA based on Graphene will be based on:
•
•
•

Higher pricing for Graphene and Graphene Oxide
Increased recoveries from 75% to 90%
Simplified, lower cost process flowsheet
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2019 Path towards graphene commercialization

Q1 2019
Complete
metallurgical studies
and purification,
plant design and
engineering

Q1 2019
Collect Bulk
Sample

Q1/Q2/Q3 2019
Continue
graphene product
R&D and market
development

Q2/Q3 2019

Q3/Q4 2019-20

Initiate
environmental
baseline studies

Produce
99.8% pure
Graphite
concentrate

Sign agreement on
novel, low cost,
high-yield graphene
production Process

Scaling up
graphene
production

Q4 2019
Begin offering
graphene products
for revenue and
price discovery
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Albany Graphene Value Proposition

Significant competitive
advantage due to unique nature
of Albany graphite

Potential to spin out multiple
new businesses based on
innovative graphene
applications

Strong R&D of graphene
applications

Potential to become an IP
incubator of graphene
applications

The strategic vision for the Company is to become a technology
company built on the unique Albany precursor graphene resource
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Strong Management

with a focus on business development

Consultants
and Advisors

Graphene Product Development
Team

CEO and Chairman

Dr. Bharat Chahar PhD, P.E.

Dr. Colin van der Kuur BSc, Mdiv, DMin

Brian Bosse CFA

Don Hains BSc, MBA, P.Geo.

Philippe Chataigneau

Tadashi Yamashita MSc

Monique Manaigre

Management
and Board
Dr. Francis Dubé OD, BSc

CFO, Director

Peter Wood MSc, P.Eng., P.Geo.
President & COO

James Jordan BSc, P.Eng.
Project Manager

Dr. Andrew Conly PhD
Donald Bubar Msc, P.Geo.

Greg Fenton CFA
Director

Frank Klees
Director

Eric Wallman CPA, CA
Director
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Capital Structure

Shares Issued

74,333,569 (as at December 31, 2018)

Warrants

368,157 @ $1.00 (expiry 17 Dec 2019)

Warrants

655,848 @ $0.80 (expiry 22 Jun 2020)

Options

4,440,000 @ avg. weighted price $0.69

Options

1,100,000 @ avg. weighted price $0.40

Fully Diluted

80,897,574

TSXV: ZEN
OTCQB: ZENYF
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All The Right Parameters

• An emerging high- tech graphene materials
company with a strong competitive advantage

• In discussion with potential industry partners
• Strong management team

• Large supply of graphene precursor material from
the globally unique Albany deposit
• Focus on the high growth graphene market while
developing innovative applications
• Albany graphite converts easily to high value
graphene due to its unique characteristics

• Solid relationship with Constance Lake First
Nation - signed an MOU toward creating a new
business partnership for project development
• Commitment to high environmental and socially
responsible standards

• Solid business plan to rapidly enter the graphene
market by Q1 2020
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